MAIN CINEMA
Tuesday | 12 October - Morning Shows
09:15 am to 09:45 am (30 min show)

up to 7

The Little Boat That
Wanted To Fly
Ever seen a little boat that is everything but a boat? It wishes to
be in the sky above and not the water below. This short film covers
the little boat's desperate attempts to become an aeroplane, and if
possible, it would choose to neverland again!
You might need to fasten your seat belt because it might be your
first time travelling on a boat (read plane) as swift as this!
Director:

Ekaterina Filippova

Country:

Russia
Russian with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

6 minutes

Production Year:

2020 (GCC Premiere)

Genre:

Short Animation Film

About The Director
Ekaterina Filippova was born in Moscow in 1990. She
graduated from International Slavic Institute in 2011,
profession - film and theatre actress. In 2015 finished
studio-school Shar with specialization in stage direction for
animated films. She has been studying in experiential youth
association at producing studio "Souzmultfilm". Her films
include The Founding (2010), The Girl and the Snowball (2013),
The Birdi (2015), and Goats (2016).

Zog and the Flying
Doctor

up to 7

Are princesses only here to do the royal dress and live in riches? If
yes, then princess Pearl is here to defy the rules and tell you what
she's capable of. A rebel who rejected the royal title and is out there
living her dream of being a doctor!
B ut how long is this dream going to last? The doctor has a much
bigger fish to fry, freeing her uncle from the cage of looking down
upon girls!
Director:

Sean Mullen

Country:

UK
English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

25 minutes

Production Year:

2020

Genre:

Short Animation Film

About The Director
Sean Mullen is the director of “Zog and the Flying Doctor”.
He was born in Ireland. Sean graduated from Ballyfermot
College with a HND and First Degree in Animation. Sean
has previously directed the 26 min Christmas special “The
Overcoat”, as well as a number of award winning character
driven short films and adverts. He was also the Creative
Supervisor on the BBC preschool series ‘Go Jetters’.

10:00 am to 10:45 am (45 min show)

Ages
8 to 10

You Sold My Roller
skates?
Lou’s mom sells the old rollerskates that are too young for him, in a
garage sale. Now Lou has to go on an adventure around the garage
sale to recover his belongings. It leads to a series of encounters with
interesting people. The journey helps Lou discover new passions, and
uncover stories.
Lou learns to let go of the old and move to the new while encountering
the young girl who received his rollerskates.
Director:
Country:
Duration:
Production Year:
Genre:

Margaux Cazal, Jeanne Hammel, Louis Holmes, Sandy Lachkar,
Agathe Leroux, Lea Rey-Mauzaize

France
French with Arabic and English Subtitles
6 minutes
2020 (Middle East Premiere)
Student Films

About The Director
Film was produced in July 2020 in France. Margaux CAZAL,
Jeanne HAMMEL, Louis HOLMES, Sandy LACHKAR, Agathe
LEROUX and Léa REY—MAUZAIZE gave the direction, finalized
the script, edited and gave special effects of this 2D
Animation Fiction Drama.
In this short film, Lou’s mum sold his beloved roller skates
at the garage sale. A series of strange and revealing
encounters begin when he goes looking for them in the
buzzing crowd. The animation style is ADORABLE and it’s so
bright. Plus the kid’s voice is so unique.

Ages
8 to 10

Ailin on the Moon
A mother sending her little daughter away to the moon because she
is constantly getting on her nerves isn’t something we see every
day, do we? Not to forget how convenient it is for the mother!
This sweet tale is here to bring a smile to your face and will keep you
humming the rhyme Ailin sings. Her innocent understanding of the
things around will sway you away. Wonder how?

Director:

Claudia Ruiz

Country:

Argentina
Spanish with English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

5 minutes

Production Year:

2018

Genre:

Short Animation Film

About The Director
CLAUDIA RUIZ was born in Argentina, in 1963. She is the
director of "El Molinete Animaciones", specialized stop motion
Production Company from the coastal región, Argentina. Other
than the “Ailin on the Moon”, there’s a successful and well
appreciated list of videos directed by her. Some of them were
shown in the Festivals like, 4th Chaniartoon 2020, En Su Casa:
A Family Film Festival and Competition, Rotterdam Online Film
Awards, FICCE and many others.

Louis' Shoes

Ages
8 to 10

Louis, an eight-year-old kid, is starting a new school. He removes his shoes
with his teacher’s help as he prepares to introduce himself. His innocence
while he describes that this makes him feel protected gives the students
a glimpse into his inner world will move you.
Projected solely from Louis' view, one is bound to witness the environment
of an autistic person. An excellent resource for understanding autism
and how filmmaking can be utilised to present tales from different
perspectives. But can we absorb it?
Director:

Theo Jamin, Kayu Leung, Marion Philippe,
Jean-Geraud Blanc

Country:

France
French with English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

5 minutes

Production Year:

2020

Genre:

Short Animation Film

About The Director
Kayu Leung is an animation director and illustrator based in
France. She graduated from Supinfocom Arles (Ecole Mopa) in
2020.
Marion PHILIPPE was born on May 18, 1996 in Avignon, France.
She is passionate about writing and cinema and studied 3D
production at Mopa. “Louis's Shoes” is her group-produced
graduation film.
Théo JAMIN was born and raised in France. He studied at Mopa
School where he learnt CGI animation. At the end of his studies,
he co-directed this short film with three classmates.
Jean-Géraud BLANC went to Mopa, ex Supinfocom Arles, started
his studies and graduated in the year 2020. He likes to tell the
stories and during one of his internships, he developed his will to
work in the animation sector.

Ages
8 to 10

My Life in Versailles
Violette, an eight-year-old orphan, is forced to move into the home of
her uncle Régis, who works as a sweeper at the Palace of Versailles. The
little girl is hesitant and dislikes him; she believes he reeks and determines
to stop talking to him. But what awaits them is one mishap that will bring
them together, and the girl decides to live with him and only him! Know why
she intends to do so with the given choices and the options available?

Director:

Clémence Madeleine Perdrillat, Nathaniel H'Limi

Country:

France
French with English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

29 minutes

Production Year:

2019

Genre:

Short Animation Film

About The Director
“My Life in Versailles” was directed by two professionals.
Clémence grew up in Paris. She first got into writting
after graduating from her modern litterature studies. She
decided to focus on screenwriting and joined the group
“indélébiles”.
Nathaniel Hlimi graduated from the Fine Arts School in 2009.
He directed clips using stop-motion and worked as an art
director (for Nike, Leboncoin, Peugeot ...) in parallel.
This film's success encouraged Nathaniel and Clémence to
pursue their adventure by directing a 5x16'' episodes series,
now in development.

11:00 am to 12:05 pm (55 min show + 10 min Q & A)

14+

Don't Give Up
When you get into a tight place, and everything goes against you, till it
seems as though you could not hang on a minute longer, never give up
then, for that is just the place and time that the tide will turn.
This movie knocks at our doors as a reminder for you to not give in.
Because you did not come this far just to come this far, did you?

Director:

Sarah Al Ali

Country:

United Arab Emirates
No Dialogue

Duration:

3 minutes

Production Year:

2019 (World Premiere)

Genre:

GCC Short Films

About The Director
Sarah Al Ali (25 years) is the director of “Don’t Give up”
film. She is a professional filmmaker, born in Dubai (UAE).
She Studied Multimedia in Zayed University, Dubai. She is
interested to make films in every genre and that’s why,
she is open to new ideas to make the best films. She got
solid knowledge and understanding of the latest filming
technology with a big picture thinking.

14+

Happy Eviction
It’s Dani’s 8th Birthday as we see him enjoying it at school and then on
his way home. A boy in his fairy tale awaits a surprise party at home. The
scene unfolds to police with the public protesting “We Are With You,
Dani!” We learn that it is about an eviction, on the boy’s birthday.
An eviction takes place in Spain every 12 minutes. More than 90,000
children lose their homes. The movie focuses on this cruel reality which
didn’t forgive a boy on his birthday, either.
Director:

Samuel del Amor

Country:

Spain
Spanish with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

9 minutes

Production Year:

2020 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Int’l Short Films

About The Director
Samuel del Amor was born in Spain in 1967. He worked
for different Spanish television production companies
(Globomedia, Mediapro, Europroducciones…) as scriptwritter.
In literary contests, he won six first prizes; and the short
film “Happy Eviction” is his first experience as a cinemas´s
director. Script of the film was written by him as well. This
short film was first release in Spain in February, 2020.

14+

Tattooed
Camille comes across as an unforthcoming guy who is also a lonely
teenager. So trying to befriend a guy like him is next to impossible.
His mother welcomes Tihidirt, an aged Kabyle aunt, who has visited France
for health examinations. Fate takes a twisted turn, and they are forced
to share a similar room; Camille and Tihidirt will now have to learn to
measure along and realize common ground, but can they?
Director:

Jean-Baptiste Dusséaux

Country:

France
French with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

21 Minutes

Production Year:

2021 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

International Short Films

About The Director
Jean-Baptiste Dusséaux is a self-made director and
screenwriter. After completing his studies in Paris
and a four-year stay in Budapest, he directed ten
documentaries for television since the year 2009. He
directed his first fiction in 2013 with the short film
“Ceteris Paribus”. His second short film, “Vénère”, a
musical Bollywood, produced in 2018, was also presented
in several festivals in France and at abroad. Tatoués
(Tattooed) is his third short fiction film.

14+

I Was Still There When
You Left Me
The student academy winner short film starts with Lila, a 7-year-old girl.
She goes by her day, dancing with a group of boys who adore her. Lila has
been waiting for her parents while she cooked and went by her day in
the apartment.
She wakes up to a person carrying him down the stairs and realizes that
there has been a fire. The girl blames herself for the fire as she was
cooking earlier. The short movie is a wake-up call to the buildings not
meeting safety standards in European countries.
Director:

Marie Mc Court

Country:

Belgium
French with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

23 minutes

Production Year:

2019 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Student Films

About The Director
Marie Mc Court is a Franco-Danish writer/director living
in Belgium. Her graduation film,” I was still there when you
left me” received a Student Academy Award in 2020. It was
also shortlisted at the BAFTA student film awards, and was
screened at prestigious film festivals worldwide including: San
Sebastián International Film Festival, Regard Film Festival,
Flickerfest, Busan International Short Film Festival...
Marie is now developing her first feature, “Standing on the
edge of summer”, while editing a short documentary she shot
in Burkina Faso.

MAIN CINEMA
Tuesday | 12 October - Evening Shows
05:00 pm to 06:15 pm (75 min show)

Up to
10

Family Bonds
The little, peace-loving fox named Hugo faces a crossroads when he
finds out that family isn't always blood-related. It becomes difficult
for him to carry the weight of his being on one's shoulders - but it
doesn't have to be! Sometimes there are things about you that set
us apart and help us define who we want to be with.
B race this beautiful anecdote about Hugo and his life revelation. But
the big question still is, Will Hugo, be able to embrace the change?

Director:

Maria Schmidt

Country:

Germany
No Dialogue

Duration:

6 minutes

Production Year:

2019 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Short Animation Film

About The Director

Maria Schmidt holds a Bachelors degree in Illustration and
Media Design from the Munster School of Design (2016),
and she also holds a Diploma degree in Animation from
Filmakademie Baden-Wurttemberg (2019). Maria's short film
"Family Bonds" is currently shown at festivals around the
world.

Up to
10

The Tiger Who Came
To Tea
Unexpectantly, a mysterious tiger appears and welcomes himself
in for afternoon tea. Sophie and her mother watch in awe as the
tiger devours not just their tea but also the stuff of the fridge and
everything else in the house.
You'll have a terrific time viewing this because it's an exquisite
rendition of a classic tale by Judith Kerr! Sophie and her mother are
in for a ball of a time, are you?

Director:

Robin Shaw

Country:

UK
English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

24 minutes

Production Year:

2019

Genre:

Short Animation Film

About The Director

Robin Shaw is an award-winning animator and illustrator
known for his beautifully lyrical hand-drawn work. He
has worked closely with children's author and illustrator
Raymond Briggs on a number of film projects for Lupus Films.
In 2017 he designed a series of animated sequences for
"Paddington 2", and in 2019 saw the premiere of Lupus Films
"he Tiger Who Came to Tea" on Channel 4.

Up to
10

You Sold My Roller
skates?
Lou’s mom sells the old rollerskates that are too young for him, in a
garage sale. Now Lou has to go on an adventure around the garage
sale to recover his belongings. It leads to a series of encounters with
interesting people. The journey helps Lou discover new passions, and
uncover stories.
Lou learns to let go of the old and move to the new while encountering
the young girl who received his rollerskates.
Director:

Margaux Cazal, Jeanne Hammel, Louis Holmes, Sandy Lachkar,
Agathe Leroux, Lea Rey-Mauzaize

Country:

France

Duration:

6 minutes

Production Year:
Genre:

French with Arabic and English Subtitles
2020 (Middle East Premiere)
Student Films

About The Director
Film was produced in July 2020 in France. Margaux CAZAL,
Jeanne HAMMEL, Louis HOLMES, Sandy LACHKAR, Agathe
LEROUX and Léa REY—MAUZAIZE gave the direction, finalized
the script, edited and gave special effects of this 2D
Animation Fiction Drama.
In this short film, Lou’s mum sold his beloved roller skates
at the garage sale. A series of strange and revealing
encounters begin when he goes looking for them in the
buzzing crowd. The animation style is ADORABLE and it’s so
bright. Plus the kid’s voice is so unique.

Up to
10

Ailin on the Moon
A mother sending her little daughter away to the moon because she
is constantly getting on her nerves isn’t something we see every
day, do we? Not to forget how convenient it is for the mother!
This sweet tale is here to bring a smile to your face and will keep you
humming the rhyme Ailin sings. Her innocent understanding of the
things around will sway you away. Wonder how?

Director:

Claudia Ruiz

Country:

Argentina
Spanish with English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

5 minutes

Production Year:

2018

Genre:

Short Animation Film

About The Director
CLAUDIA RUIZ was born in Argentina, in 1963. She is the
director of "El Molinete Animaciones", specialized stop motion
Production Company from the coastal región, Argentina. Other
than the “Ailin on the Moon”, there’s a successful and well
appreciated list of videos directed by her. Some of them were
shown in the Festivals like, 4th Chaniartoon 2020, En Su Casa:
A Family Film Festival and Competition, Rotterdam Online Film
Awards, FICCE and many others.

Louis' Shoes

Up to
10

Louis, an eight-year-old kid, is starting a new school. He removes his shoes
with his teacher's help as he prepares to introduce himself. His innocence
while he describes that this makes him feel protected gives the students
a glimpse into his inner world will move you.
Projected solely from Louis' view, one is bound to witness the environment
of an autistic person. An excellent resource for understanding autism
and how filmmaking can be utilised to present tales from different
perspectives. But can we absorb it?
Director:

Theo Jamin, Kayu Leung, Marion Philippe,
Jean-Geraud Blanc

Country:

France
French with English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

5 minutes

Production Year:

2020

Genre:

Short Animation Film

About The Director
Kayu Leung is an animation director and illustrator based in
France. She graduated from Supinfocom Arles (Ecole Mopa) in
2020.
Marion PHILIPPE was born on May 18, 1996 in Avignon, France.
She is passionate about writing and cinema and studied 3D
production at Mopa. “Louis's Shoes” is her group-produced
graduation film.
Théo JAMIN was born and raised in France. He studied at Mopa
School where he learnt CGI animation. At the end of his studies,
he co-directed this short film with three classmates.
Jean-Géraud BLANC went to Mopa, ex Supinfocom Arles, started
his studies and graduated in the year 2020. He likes to tell the
stories and during one of his internships, he developed his will to
work in the animation sector.

Up to
10

My Life in Versailles
Violette, an eight-year-old orphan, is forced to move into the home of
her uncle Régis, who works as a sweeper at the Palace of Versailles. The
little girl is hesitant and dislikes him; she believes he reeks and determines
to stop talking to him. But what awaits them is one mishap that will bring
them together, and the girl decides to live with him and only him! Know why
she intends to do so with the given choices and the options available?

Director:

Clémence Madeleine Perdrillat, Nathaniel H'Limi

Country:

France
French with English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

29 minutes

Production Year:

2019

Genre:

Short Animation Film

About The Director
“My Life in Versailles” was directed by two professionals.
Clémence grew up in Paris. She first got into writting
after graduating from her modern litterature studies. She
decided to focus on screenwriting and joined the group
“indélébiles”.
Nathaniel Hlimi graduated from the Fine Arts School in 2009.
He directed clips using stop-motion and worked as an art
director (for Nike, Leboncoin, Peugeot ...) in parallel.
This film's success encouraged Nathaniel and Clémence to
pursue their adventure by directing a 5x16'' episodes series,
now in development.

06:30 pm to 07:30 pm (50 min show + 10 min Q & A)

10+

Stolen Skin
What goes into the mind of a girl? It’s a question that intrigues everyone.
Yet, the world doesn’t let her have many happy thoughts. The brilliant
short film by Nell and Taryn captures the reality of this world.
Stolen Skin gives you a look into the thoughts of a girl who goes through
sexual harassment. By the end of the film, the astounding facts will make
you think about where this world is heading.
Director:

Taryn & Nell

Country:

United Kingdom
English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

2 minutes

Production Year:

2020 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Child & Youth Made Film

About The Director
Nell Basley (19) and Taryn Everdeen (20), both from Norwich,
England, are the creators behind “Stolen Skin”. A Drama,
Theatre and Performance student, Nell is currently based
in Brighton, where she’s completing her degree at Sussex
University. Working across mediums, she dabbles in acting,
poetry, and radio broadcasting.
Taryn studied in Paris, (France) specialising in photography
and video at ENSAD. Outside her work with cameras, she enjoys
song writing and performance, and is currently working on a
documentary about the open mic community in her hometown.
“Stolen Skin” is their first film.

10+

Apnoea
A tranquil approach to a severe condition. Apnoea takes you on a serene
ride of one’s sleep and dream. Until the dream starts turning into a
nightmare where you feel trapped. Grasping to breathe as you wake up.
The short film captures one of the many moments anyone with
sleep Apnoea goes through. It showcases the trouble it can cause a
person. The subtle attention to symptoms like snoring makes it a more
immersive experience.
Director:

Aaron

Country:

United Kingdom
English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

3 minutes

Production Year:

2019 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Child & Youth Made Film

About The Director

10+

Overload
"'Autism' is not a disease. Don't try to cure it. Try to understand it.'"
Through the use of clay animation, we get to take a look into the life of
a person with autism. He boards a train where he faces issues like social
anxiety, imposter syndrome, and overstimulation.
The short film ends on a good note when the man comes across another
person, a girl, with a similar disorder.

Director:

Joe

Country:

United Kingdom
English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

5 minutes

Production Year:

2019 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Child & Youth Made Film

About The Director
Joe Blandamer, aged 19 from Axminster, Devon is a
Stop motion Animator and Filmmaker. Joe has been
animating for over 12 years and has always had a love
of creativity. As a child, he was constantly drawing
and making comics at the age of 7. Joe has also had
his films shown in film festivals in Australia, Tunisia,
Croatia, Italy and Spain.
His brilliant stop-motion film Overload has won Best
Animation (Sponsored by Disney) at the Into Film
Awards 2020.

10+

Fish Out of Water
The short film focuses on the experience of Livvy, a kid with autism
and her mother, Ali. What is it like to be a parent of an autistic child? Ali
beautifully expresses what goes through their day to day life.
Fish Out of Water is a great expression to compare someone with
autism. The movie holds a positive message for parents and children
going through the same challenges.

Director:

Georgina

Country:

United Kingdom
English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

7 minutes

Production Year:

2020 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Child & Youth Made Film

About The Director

10+

Bella's Requiem
Based on a true story, a group of schoolboys decide to head
into the forbidden woods, where they come across a skull. After
escaping, the boys decide to return for more exploration just to
get caught by the police.
New evidence comes into the light, and the group of four boys
isn’t what it seems. This short movie will make you want to rewatch it because of the subtle hints and acting that leaves you
astound the first time.
Director:

Langley Park School for Boys

Country:

United Kingdom
English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

10 Minutes

Production Year:

2019 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Child & Youth Made Film

About The Director

10+

Bob's Your Uncle
A brother and sister receive a final game from their board-game
inventor uncle, who has passed away. The short film captures the
beauty of a simple game of clues and two siblings with different
personalities.
Bob’s Your Uncle draws a parallel between the sibling bonds and
explores it takes to be an elder sibling. It is a heartfelt film with a
warm ending.

Director:

Mercer MacWilliam Hughes

Country:

United Kingdom
English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

10 minutes

Production Year:

2019 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Child & Youth Made Film

About The Director
Mercer MacWilliam Hughes is an independent filmmaker from
Northern Ireland, currently studying at Arts University
Bournemouth. Films on the themes such as nostalgia, games/
systems, and growing up etc. are his favourite ones. He is
very keen to explore various avenues of production and
known for his work on Green of the Ground and Grey of Decay
(2018), Unplugged (2019) and Bob's Your Uncle (2020). His films
have been screened at BFI Southbank, Queens Film Theatre
and Cornstore Creative Hub.

10+

Comfortable Position
The movie takes you on a ride of a dream. Balazs introduces you to
the video and claims to make you fall asleep through his concept
video. Yet, it depicts a brilliant story of a man in a dream. As a
viewer, you will feel like you just had a dream and relate to it. The
short film takes a jab at how we can be anything while dreaming
but remember nothing after we wake up. It can also work as a
soothing video.
Director:

8 - 12 years old children

Country:

Uzbekistan
English with Arabic Subtitles

Duration:

4 minutes

Production Year:

2019 (UAE Premiere)

Genre:

Child & Youth Made Film

About The Director
A group of students from “Tashkent International
School” (TIS) of different ages (from 8 to 12 years
old) has worked on this short video. This unique
children's studio stared working in 2018. They
showcase their capabilities as per their natural
talent and in their children's animation studio
"DRF", they focus on documentary animation.
They don’t just see “only children" in the children
but an independent persons. They prefer to talk to
children on any topic, therefore the films produced
in the studio are filled with childish wisdom and
personal innermost secrets.

10+

Mega Mega Mega
Mega Party
Children are the most creative and enthusiastic storytellers. Mega
Mega Mega Mega Party tells us a story about a dragon that goes
on an adventure with a monkey to organise a party. In the end,
even if things don't turn out their way, the friends make it into a
great event.
The short film captures the true meaning of friendship, while we
also learn how important it is to promote the children's creativity
in this masterpiece animation.
Director:

14 Children (aged 10)

Country:

Belgium
French with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

4 Minutes

Production Year:

2020 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Child & Youth Made Film

About The Director
“Camera-etc” was created in 1979 for the purpose of making and producing short
animated films. Recognized as Production Workshop and Centre for Expression and
Creativity of the French-speaking Community of Belgium, “Camera-etc” organises
creative group workshops for children, young people and adults in Belgium and in
other countries. This animated video was produced by Jean-Luc Slock (Cameraetc) in Septembre, 2020 and has been screened for a big number of film festivals.

10+

The Small Christmas
Tree
Brace yourself and go on an adventure with a small Christmas tree,
Benjamin. The story takes you on a ride of exploration where Benjamin
comes across various challenges. He finds a family but for a short time.
While everything seemingly goes against Benjamin, he finds the place
where he truly belongs. So enjoy the spirit of Christmas, kindness, family
and unity with a clear message.
Director:

27 Children (aged 8)

Country:

Belgium
French with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

5 Minutes

Production Year:

2020 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Child & Youth Made Film

About The Director
“Camera-etc” was established in 1979 for the purpose of making and producing
short animated films. Recognized as Production Workshop and Centre for
Expression and Creativity of the French-speaking Community of Belgium,” Cameraetc” organises creative group workshops for children, young people and adults in
Belgium and in other countries. “The Small Christmas Tree” is an animated film that
was produced in August 2020 by Jean-Luc Slock (Camera-etc).

07:45 pm to 09:15 pm (90 min show + 10 min Q & A)

14+

Don't Give Up
When you get into a tight place, and everything goes against you, till it
seems as though you could not hang on a minute longer, never give up
then, for that is just the place and time that the tide will turn.
This movie knocks at our doors as a reminder for you to not give in.
Because you did not come this far just to come this far, did you?

Director:

Sarah Al Ali

Country:

United Arab Emirates
No Dialogue

Duration:

3 minutes

Production Year:

2019 (World Premiere)

Genre:

GCC Short Films

About The Director
Sarah Al Ali (25 years) is the director of “Don’t Give up”
film. She is a professional filmmaker, born in Dubai (UAE).
She Studied Multimedia in Zayed University, Dubai. She is
interested to make films in every genre and that’s why,
she is open to new ideas to make the best films. She got
solid knowledge and understanding of the latest filming
technology with a big picture thinking.

14+

Happy Eviction
It’s Dani’s 8th Birthday as we see him enjoying it at school and then on
his way home. A boy in his fairy tale awaits a surprise party at home. The
scene unfolds to police with the public protesting “We Are With You,
Dani!” We learn that it is about an eviction, on the boy’s birthday.
An eviction takes place in Spain every 12 minutes. More than 90,000
children lose their homes. The movie focuses on this cruel reality which
didn’t forgive a boy on his birthday, either.
Director:

Samuel del Amor

Country:

Spain
Spanish with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

9 minutes

Production Year:

2020 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Int’l Short Films

About The Director
Samuel del Amor was born in Spain in 1967. He worked
for different Spanish television production companies
(Globomedia, Mediapro, Europroducciones…) as scriptwritter.
In literary contests, he won six first prizes; and the short
film “Happy Eviction” is his first experience as a cinemas´s
director. Script of the film was written by him as well. This
short film was first release in Spain in February, 2020.

14+

Tattooed
Camille comes across as an unforthcoming guy who is also a lonely
teenager. So trying to befriend a guy like him is next to impossible.
His mother welcomes Tihidirt, an aged Kabyle aunt, who has visited France
for health examinations. Fate takes a twisted turn, and they are forced
to share a similar room; Camille and Tihidirt will now have to learn to
measure along and realize common ground, but can they?
Director:

Jean-Baptiste Dusseaux

Country:

France
French with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

21 Minutes

Production Year:

2021 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

International Short Films

About The Director
Jean-Baptiste Dusséaux is a self-made director and
screenwriter. After completing his studies in Paris
and a four-year stay in Budapest, he directed ten
documentaries for television since the year 2009. He
directed his first fiction in 2013 with the short film
“Ceteris Paribus”. His second short film, “Vénère”, a
musical Bollywood, produced in 2018, was also presented
in several festivals in France and at abroad. Tatoués
(Tattooed) is his third short fiction film.

14+

Childhood Trauma
A child’s personality formed in an environment of violence and
trauma is not well adapted to adult life. You run, run and run, away
from it. But how long? It is not here to leave you without a lesson.
This film will compel you to think and connect the dots of childhood
trauma and adulthood. Because in the end, childhood trauma does
not come in one single package, does it?
Director:

Safa Azarayesh

Country:

United Arab Emirates
No Dialogue

Duration:

3 minutes

Production Year:

2020 (World Premiere)

Genre:

GCC Short Films

About The Director
Safa Abdol Ghafour Azarayesh is the director of “Childhood
Trauma”. She is 21 years old and belongs to UAE (Dubai).
She is currently studying in International Relations in “The
University of Sharjah”. She aspires to be a useful and
helpful person in society to reach the goal; she set for her
educational and professional career.

14+

I Was Still There When
You Left Me
The student academy winner short film starts with Lila, a 7-year-old girl.
She goes by her day, dancing with a group of boys who adore her. Lila has
been waiting for her parents while she cooked and went by her day in
the apartment.
She wakes up to a person carrying him down the stairs and realizes that
there has been a fire. The girl blames herself for the fire as she was
cooking earlier. The short movie is a wake-up call to the buildings not
meeting safety standards in European countries.
Director:

Marie Mc Court

Country:

Belgium
French with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

23 minutes

Production Year:

2019 (Middle East Premiere)

Genre:

Student Films

About The Director
Marie Mc Court is a Franco-Danish writer/director living
in Belgium. Her graduation film,” I was still there when you
left me” received a Student Academy Award in 2020. It was
also shortlisted at the BAFTA student film awards, and was
screened at prestigious film festivals worldwide including: San
Sebastián International Film Festival, Regard Film Festival,
Flickerfest, Busan International Short Film Festival...
Marie is now developing her first feature, “Standing on the
edge of summer”, while editing a short documentary she shot
in Burkina Faso.

14+

The First Line
Masha is a teenaged girl forced by her mother to fulfil her lifelong
dream of becoming a ballerina. The mother takes intense measures like
feeding vitamins to controlling the daily routine of Masha to ensure
that she succeeds.
Masha meets a girl who introduces her to a carefree world. Earlier, we
see a creative side to Masha and it is evident that she doesn’t want
to be a ballerina. Thus, she has to take a final desperate step to break
free of the chains of her mothers.
Director:

Kate Bugrova

Country:

Russia
Russian with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

14 minutes

Production Year:

2021 (World Premiere)

Genre:

Student Films

About The Director
Olga graduated from journalism faculty of the Moscow State
University (TV and radio department). She started her career
as a director, working on biographical films for individuals. Olga
also worked on Television as an editor and producer in Hugest
Advertising Agency BBDO Moscow. Currently she is a student
of the director’s faculty of High Courses for Scriptwriters
and Film Directors (Workshop of V.I. Khotinenko) and conveys
her thoughts and experience in feature films.

14+

Beyond Borders
Your thoughts after watching this film will take a paradigm shift when
it comes to countries, the borders and the division that humans are
exposed to for the longest time. It's the friendships, empathy and love
that see no borders. It is not about tearing down the barriers. It's about
pushing off of them and seeing where they might take us. To love, bond
and much more!

Director:

Priscilla Ellias

Country:

UAE
Urdu with Arabic and English Subtitles

Duration:

9 minutes

Production Year:

2019

Genre:

Documentary Film

About The Director
Priscilla Elias is an Indian filmmaker based in Abu Dhabi.
She has worked as a Radio Jockey and Producer
in India & UAE. She has also worked as a Producer
for short films and an episode of Taboo (National
Geographic). While interacting with the concerned
professionals, she developed interest in documentary
filmmaking. Other than storytelling, she enjoys
photography, sketching, and movies. “Marasim”
(Beyond Borders), is her directorial debut and her
dream is to become a renowned filmmaker.

14+

Girls Talk About Football
If you ask these six fervent football players why they chose football,
they'd ask you why you breathe. And don't be surprised cause that is
how chronic they are!
So go ahead and call these ladies tomboys. Tomboys are awarded medals
while they win championships and have the ability to fly. Oh. And so you
know, tomboys aren't boys!
Director:
Country:

Paola Sorrentino
Italy
English, Italian, Brazilian, Portugese with Arab Subtitles

Duration:

7 Minutes

Production Year:

2021

Genre:

Documentary Film

About The Director
Paola Sorrentino is a young animator and illustrator from
Puglia, Italy. He graduated in illustration at the ISIA of Urbino
and spent a year at ENSAD in Paris studying animation. He has
a predilection for traditional animation and paint on glass
technique. He also carries a good knowledge of the Adobe
suite, particularly After Effects, Premieree, Premiere Pro,
Photoshop, InDesign and Illustrator.
“Ligne rouge et ligne noir” was his first film, made in January
2020 during his year of study at ENSAD Paris. His graduation
film is the animated documentary “Girls talk about football”.

